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ABSTRACT 

When a gas bubble rises through a liquid in a tube 

of suitable internal diameter, the thin liquid film flow¬ 

ing past the bubble approaches equilibrium with the contents 

of the bubble. If perfect mixing within the bubble is 

assumed, all the gas contacts all the liquid in the column. 

This is the essential requirement for a quantitative 

chromatographic situation. 

This work is an evaluation of the practicability of 

such a bubble column as a chromatographic device. As a 

test of the system, the equilibrium K-value for ethane in 

n-decane at 75°F and infinite dilution was obtained experi¬ 

mentally and compared with literature values to evaluate 

the validity of the method. The results agreed very well 

with literature data, and it was concluded that further 

development of the technique is well justified. 
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TABLE OF NOMENCLATURE 

b 

c 

c . 
1 

c 

c 1 

c 
o 

c 
z 

D 
AB 

g 

M 

r 

R 

liquid film thickness, cm 

total molar concentration in gas phase 

g moles gas 

cc gas 

moles i in gas phase 

cc gas 

dimensionless concentration defined by 

c -c' 
z 

c -c' 
o 

equilibrium interfacial gas-liquid concentration 

of diffusing species 

concentration of the diffusing species at z=0 

cup-mixing average concentration, defined by 

5c V (z) dz 
c =    —>—i  Z 5V dz 

binary diffusivity governing mass transfer, 

2 
cm 

sec 

2 
local acceleration of gravity cm/sec 

equilibrium distribution parameter defined by 

y ./x. 
I I 

molecular weight 

tube radius, cm 

gas law constant, 82.06 
cc atm 

g mole °K 

T absolute temperature, °K 



free rise velocity of bubble in tube^cm/sec 

bulk gas velocity in z-direction 

characteristic velocity of a small concen¬ 

tration disturbance of species i 

actual downward film velocity cm/sec 

=(v^ + U) film velocity relative to bubble 

maximum velocity in laminar liquid film 

actual working volume of column 

average dead volume retention measured on a 

calibration run 

=(V ' - V ) = dead volume corrected for glass 
D g 3 

volume 

true system dead volume (V " - V ) 
D s 

glass volume including disengaging section 

free gas volume in column 

volume of liquid in column 

measured retention on a run, uncorrected 

for vapor pressure of water 

retention volume corrected for water vapor 

True retention volume (V " - V„) 
R D' 

volume of disengaging section (V - V ) 
g c 

total molar concentration of liquid, 

q moles liq 
cc gas 



w g moles liquid in column 

w. 
1 

moles i in licjuid 
cc gas 

X length variable 

X. 
1 

mole fraction i in liquid phase 

*i 
mole fraction i in gas phase 

z length variable, also bubble length 

Greek Symbols 

V 

H- 

v 

7r 

P 

cr 

dimensionless length variable = 
z PAB 
V b2 
max 

liquid viscosity, poise 

2 
liquid kinematic viscosity (jLL/p ) cm /sec 

total pressure in column, atm. absolute 

difference between liquid and gas densities, 

numerically virtually the liquid density g/cm 

interfacial tension between liquid and gas, 

dynes/cm 



I. INTRODUCTION 

Standard gas-liquid partition chromatography (GLPC) 

involves contacting a moving vapor phase with a fixed 

liquid phase in a column. Normally, a sample is trans¬ 

ported by a carrier gas and because of selective retention 

of each different component of the sample by the fixed 

phase, the different components emerge from the column at 

different characteristic times. The exit concentration 

signals furnish the raw retention data. 

The characteristic equilibrium distribution parameter, 

_ _ mol fraction i in gas phase 
i x^ mol fraction i in liquid phase 

determines the relative holdup time of a component by the 

liquid, all other column conditions being constant. Con¬ 

versely, the holdup or retention time can be used to calcu¬ 

late the K-value. In this work, the infinite dilution K- 

value for the ethane-n-decane system at 75°F and 1 atm., 

with helium as carrier gas, was experimentally determined 

using a novel chromatographic device. 

This new device is a bubble column, in which bubbles 

rising in a liquid-filled tube of slightly larger than 

critical radius contact the liquid as a thin film flowing 
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down the wall past each bubble. If perfect mixing can be 

assumed within each bubble, a pointwise masstransfer 

equilibrium is approached by each bubble with the liquid 

flowing past it, provided that the rise velocity and liquid 

film thickness are suitably small. By combining theoretical 

4 5 6 
results of Bretherton , Pigford , and Bird one can establish 

a criterion for equilibrium, depending on tube radius and 

bubble length only. 
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II. Theoretical Development 

A. Hydrodynamics Theory 

The principle of bubble-column chromatography 

4 
was first suggested by a theory developed by F. P. Bretherton , 

concerning the free rise of long bubbles in a vertical tube 
2 

sealed at the bottom. If the dimensionless quantity (' 

is sufficiently small, viscous stresses predominate in a 

region very near the wall, where the lubrication approximation 

gives a good description of the flow and profile. In the 

region near the tube center ahead and behind the bubble, the 

bubble profile is determined by a static equilibrium between 

surface tension and gravitational stresses. In the transition 

region, both descriptions apply, and here Bretherton numerically 

computed the profiles as a function of the dimensionless group 
2 

( PQ^ ). By examination of inflection points on the equilib- 

rium surface, he found that for ( r^j=—)<0.842, the tangent 

plane is vertical at some point on the profile. This can be 
2 

physically interpreted by saying that for (—Lr ) < 0.842 the 

interface intersects the tube wall, i.e., the film breaks 
2 

and the bubble does not rise in the tube. For )> 0.842, 

Bretherton found that there is no point on the equilibrium 

surface where the tangent plane is vertical, and the bubble 

rises. Through further theoretical development he found that 
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2 
for 0.842 < PV?-- < 1.04 : 

-0.842 1.25 ( +2.24 

= 1.10 +1.85 - 
r 

(1) 

(2) 

where (—) is the ratio of film thickness to tube radius, 
r 

Equation (2) can be derived from Equation (1) along with the 

additional conditions: 

Ur = 2 b (mass balance) (3) 

V = P^ (falling film transport theory) 
3 fl (4) 

and the approximation that 

= 0.842 

Thus, if Equation (1) is accurate, Equation (2) can be at 

best only as good as the above approximation. 

These relations were confirmed by Bretherton's experi¬ 

ments. From Equations (1) and (2) a plot of U and b vs. r 

has been prepared for the ethane-n-decane system. (See 

Figure 1, Appendix F) It can be seen that only tubes having 

internal diameters in the range 3.4 to 3.6 mm can practically 

be used for this system. 
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B. Mass Transfer Theory 

To determine the rise velocity and film thickness 

necessary for mass-transfer equilibrium at the bubble-film 

interface, one can use as a model the mass transfer from 

an infinite gas reservoir into a falling laminar liquid 

film (Figure 3). The following second-order partial differ¬ 

ential equation applies to this situation: 

9c _ „ Q2c 
v 
max i - <£> 'dz 

= D 
AB 

(5) 
/X 

The following assumptions have been made: 

1. laminar film flow, such that v = v 
z 

v = 0 
x 

max 1 - «S> 

2. steady state, i.e., do - 0 
at 

3. there is no longitudinal dispersion i. 

The following boundary conditions apply: 

B.C. (1): at z = 0 c = c = constant 
o 

B.C. (2) : at x = 0 c = c* = constant 

B.C. (3) : at x = b 9c/ax ■ 0 

3
2
C 

= 0 

R. L. Pigford has solved this problem using numerical 

5 ... 
techniques ; the solution is depicted graphically m Figure 2. 

Pigford has combined the system parameters into a dimensionless 

length variable defined by: 

*1 = 

z PAB 

v b" 
max 

(6) 
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FIGURE 3-DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION 

OF PROBLEM OF DIFFUSION IN A 

LAMINAR LIQUID LAYER 
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where z is the actual film length, or in the present case, 

approximately the bubble length, and a dimensionless concen- 
c -c 1 

  Z 
tration defined by c =    . 

o 
From Pigford's results one can directly calculate the 

bubble length required for a reasonable approach to equili¬ 

brium. In this work, a "good" equilibrium has been defined 

as the point where "c = .005 or less. This corresponds to a 

value of 7| of 1.3 or greater. Now, with the rise velocity 

and film thickness for a given system calculated from Equa¬ 

tions (1) and (2), the critical bubble length z can be calcu- 
c 

lated. 

Considering the; relations which can now be stated from 

the theory 

* = F (Jgd) (7) 

where the function F is obtained from Figure 1. 

. _ v b2 
1. J max / t n % /A\ 

z =  r  , (mass transfer theory) (8) 
JJ 
AB 

v 
max 

2 fl 
(Falling film transport 
theory) (9) 

Combining Equations (8) and (9) to eliminate vmax 

z 
c 

0.65 
jXD 

AB 

4 
(10) 
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or rearranging, 

z n D p g _ ^2 2 ,4 
e-T-ABC— B 0>65 ( ^gr_} (bj. 

 2 r r 
CT 

Using Equation (7) 

(11) 

z 
c AB 

= (~^)2 0.65 F4 

= 0.65 G ( Pg? ) 

2 
(12) 

(13) 

A plot of Equation (13) is given in Figure (4). It is note¬ 

worthy that for a given system, the left hand side is fixed 

except for z^, and oue has thus the critical bubble length 

directly as a function of tube radius. 

C. Chromatographic Theory 

If one considers a component i at infinite dilution 

flowing (through a chromatographic column) in a non-diffusing 

carrier gas with n other components present, one may write: 

3c, 
(u c .) = r. 

'dt 11 
* 

where r^ is the rate of depletion of 

liquid phase, i.e. 
dw. 
  I 

at 

written for the (14) 

gas phase 

species i from the 

r. 
i 

(15) 
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To further adapt this development to the special situation 

of bubble columns, it must be assumed that the bubbles are 

of infinitesimal length spaced an infinitesimal distance 

apart, in order that the continuum situation be approximated. 

If species i is at infinite dilution, u is equal to the 

bulk gas velocity, which is assumed constant. Thus, one may 

write: 

0c. 'Qw. 0c. 
1 1 1 

yt 1 ^ 1 u 
(16) 

The K-value is introduced by 

c. = y. c 
I Ji (17) 

w. = x. w = ^i/k. w 
li I 

(18) 

Where w and c are constant if all non-carrier gas components 

are at infinite dilution. 

Thus, one can write: 

(1 + 
w 

KiC 
+ u 

0 y± 
'T) z 

= o (19) 

The characteristic velocity of a small concentration 

perturbation of species i is then: 

(u ). = ( = 9yi 
C 1 

'S)t yi" ~ / (^3t> 
(20) 
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Thus one may write: 

U 

(Uc) , 
- 1 = 

w 
Kc 

(21) 

The velocities are inversely proportional to times of retention 

in the column and are thus inversely proportional to the corres¬ 

ponding volumes of retention. Thus, 

v 

v 
- 1 = 

G 

w 
Kc 

or 

(v„ - 
W 

Kc 

(22) 

(23) 

where W is the actual number of g moles of column liquid, 

corrected for swelling due to the gas dissolved in it. 

The quantities v and W can be measured experimentally, 
G 

and c can be calculated from the gas law. Thus, if V Can be 
R 

measured as the centroid retention volume on the elution diagram, 

K Can be calculated. 
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III. Description of Experimental Apparatus 

A detailed schematic of the apparatus is given in 

Figure 5. The apparatus contains the basic components of 

a gas chromatography unit; the column, carrier gas supply, 

sample valve, and detector. The carrier gas pressure is 

reduced by a two-stage regulator on the cylinder to about 

10 psi, it is further regulated to about 0.3 psi by a 

Kendall model 10 air regulator. Further regulation is 

achieved by a very fine metering valve. Column delivery 

pressure was about 0.2 psi in a typical run. The carrier 

gas could be delivered to the column either in intermittent 

pulses or in steady flow. When intermittent delivery was 

desired, the flow of carrier gas was controlled by an on- 

off solenoid valve actuated by a timer circuit. In order 

that the pressure at the column inlet should drop quickly 

to zero when the solenoid valve cuts off, the line volume 

was minimized between the solenoid valve and column entrance. 

Stainless steel 1/8" tubing with an internal diameter of 

.027" was used, such that this line volume was no larger 

than 0.15 cc. When steady flow of carrier gas was desired, 

the solenoid valve was bypassed. 

It was especially important to minimize the volume be¬ 

tween the sample valve and column in order that the sample 
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could be contained in one bubble, if possible. To accomplish 

this, a 6 cm section of capillary tubing with internal diam¬ 

eter .006" was soldered into a section of 1/16" tubing, such 

that about 4 cm protruded from one end. A Swagelok fitting 

connected the 1/16" tubing to the exit port of the sample 

valve, and the protruding capillary tubing was inserted into 

the bottom of the glass column, which had been drawn out to 

a fine taper, and sealed with sealing wax. The length of this 

taper was important in determining the size of bubbles. 

The auxiliary lines in the sample circuit are necessary 

for proper sampling technique as described in the Appendix. 

To conserve sample, line volumes were minimized between the 

sample bomb and the first valve downstream from the sample 

valve, since this section must be filled with sample every 

time the sample loop is filled. This section, called the 

sample manifold, has a pressure gage mounted as shown, so 

that the pressure here can be balanced with the carrier gas 

line pressure. 

A short length of larger diameter glass tubing, which 

served as a disengaging section for the bubbles, was joined 

to the top of the glass column. This was inserted into a 

suitable bored brass fitting, and the connection sealed with 

an 0-ring. The upper end of the brass fitting had a 1/8" 
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Swagelok male thread to which could be attached an exit line. 

The brass fitting was bored through so that the 1/8" stainless 

steel tubing used for the exit line could be pushed down to 

the top of the glass, thus decreasing the dead volume in the 

brass fitting. The 1/8" exit line had an internal diameter 

of .027" in order to give a small dead volume compared to 

the ionization chamber volume. Making this line volume any 

smaller would not have had any significant effect, since the 

ionization chambers used were of 1.5 cc and 4.5 cc internal 

volume, and were of the design depicted in Figure 7. Because 

the flow path is not direct through such chambers, some 

mixing occurred which tended to spread out peaks quite 

seriously. 

The tritium ^-particles given off by the sample ethane 

passing through the ionization chamber migrated under the 

influence of a potential difference imposed across the 

chamber, thus causing a tiny current. This current, on the 

-12 
order of 10 amperes, is amplified and monitored by a 

vibrating reed electrometer, whose output drives a millivolt 

recorder. The recorder output is proportional to the strength 

of radioactivity in the chamber, and thus, traces the "peaks" 

of radioactive concentration versus time. 

Further details of the apparatus design are given in 

Appendix B . 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Prior to making a run, the radioactive ethane sample 

was prepared for injecting, as described in detail in the 

appendix. In the meantime, the column containing decane 

was allowed to bubble with helium carrier gas in order to 

reach hydrodynamic steady state. The column was considered 

at equilibrium when completely filled with uniform bubbles 

rising smoothly at regular intervals. Some care had to be 

exercised in adjusting the carrier gas pressure at startup 

in order to avoid forcing any decane out the top of the 

column and into the ionization chamber, thus necessitating 

a shutdown for cleaning of the sapphire insulators in the 

chamber. 

Once the sample and column were in readiness and the 

recorder had been zeroed (making sure that a stable baseline 

had been attained), the sample was injected by depressing 

the valve plunger. The time of injection was recorded. 

Frequent observation of the column was necessary during 

the run to insure that the column continued to bubble 

properly. A flow rate determination was carried out over 

the course of the run. This was done by collecting the 

exit gas over water in an inverted volumetric vessel. 
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Collection over a long period of time tended to suppress 

any small variations in flow rate due to slight non-uniformity 

of bubbles. The time of bubble collection was measured with 

a stop-watch. A correction to the flow rate was made to 

account for the vapor pressure of water. The maximum 

correction amounted to 3.1%. 

For the usual flowrates, the output ethane concentration 

pulse usually took about an hour to evolve completely from 

the column. The run was continued until the radioactive 

concentration had died down to the original base line level 

on the recorder. The carrier gas was then shut off and the 

column liquid allowed to settle for about 20 minutes. The 

level was marked so that the exact amount of colume liquid 

could be determined. This was usually done after several 

runs, by removing the column and weighing by difference. 

A negligible amount of column liquid was lost during a run; 

only about 3% of the total amount was lost over the course 

of a day. Presaturation of carrier gas would have to be 

used in runs with a more volatile liquid phase. 

The column volume was also determined by filling the 

column with a liquid of known density and observing the 

increase in weight over that of the empty column. Thus 

the free gas volume, was the difference between column 
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volume and liquid volume. Since tailing of peaks invariably- 

occurred, the retention volumes were determined by measuring 

the centroid of the peak on the elution diagram, rather than 

using the peak height. Centroids were conveniently deter¬ 

mined by approximately halving the area under a peak with 

a vertical line then measuring the area of each half with 

a planimeter. The line was adjusted until the two areas 

were equal. This technique was accurate to better than 2%. 
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V. Discussion of Results 

The literature value with which the experimental values 

were compared was obtained from data reported by Reamer and 

Sage^. A log-log plot of K vs 7T was prepared, and the 

40°F and 100°F lines were linearly extrapolated back to the 

region of interest here, namely around 15 psia. Then a plot 

of log K vs 1/T was prepared and the K value corresponding 

to 75°F was interpolated and found to be 38.0, with an est¬ 

imated error of ±2%. 

The experimental data obtained were first plotted as 

volume eluted through column vs recorder output. The volume 

is equal to the product of recorder chart time and measured 

flow rate. 

Mixing effects in the ionization chamber caused consid¬ 

erable peak spreading and tailing, but the characteristic 

time at which the centroid of these peaks emerged from the 

column should not have been considerably changed. Thus 

centroid retention volumes were carefully determined by 

planimeter to an accuracy of better than 2%. Use of a more 

carefully designed ionization chamber would cause less peak 

spreading, and peak height and centroid abscissae would 

more nearly coincide. Consequently, there would be much 

less uncertainty in the location of the centroid. 
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Table 1 

CALCULATED K-VALUES COMPARED WITH 

LITERATURE VALUE AT 75°F, 38.0 

Run Kcentroid 
% Error K . 

Peak 
% Error 

A 42.3 

Diff. 

(4.3) +11.3 34.3 

Diff. 

3.7 - 9.7 

B 37.5 (0.5) - 1.3 35.1 2.9 - 7.6 

C 37.3 (0.7) - 1.8 36.6 1.4 - 3.7 

D 37.5 (0.5) - 1.3 33.7 4.3 -11.3 

E 37.5 (0.5) - 1.3 35.9 2.1 - 5.5 

F 35.8 (2.2) - 5.8 27.0 11.0 -29.0 

Average 37.9 + . 1.5 + 3.8 33.8 4.2 

i—1 • 

i—1 
i—1 1 
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K-values calculated from peak height retention volumes 

have been presented in Table 1. These are seen to be seriously 

in error compared to the literature value. K-values calculated 

from centroid retention volumes have also been presented, and 

the average of these trials is seen to differ by less than 

1% from the literature value. This indicates that'use of peak 

centroids gives far more reliable results in the calculation 

of K-values, because the centroid is in every case shifted 

to the right of the peak height by the mixing effect of the 

ionization chamber. 

It is believed that the most common sources of error in 

conventional chromatography, i.e. the determination of V and 
L 

V can be virtually eliminated with this method. The error 

in these quantities is believed to be no more than 1% since 

they are obtained by direct observation during the run. 
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VI. Conclusions and Projection of Method 

In view of the results obtained, it can be said that the 

bubble column method is potentially a valuable chromatographic 

method. With suitable refinements, bubble column chromatography 

can be used to accurately predict K-values for many hydro¬ 

carbon and other systems for a wide range of temperatures and 

pressures. Of course, the pressure would be limited by the 

tolerances of available glassware. 

It is noteworthy that the three parts of the theory are 

well borne out by experimental observations. The free rise 

velocity of bubbles in the tube agrees well with that pre¬ 

dicted by theory when the radius is known. When the bubbles 

are made to rise in a forced situation, it is observed 

chromatographically that equilibrium can still be obtained, 

provided that the velocity does not exceed the theoretical 

limit for given bubble length. If the velocity exceeds this 

value, serious peak shifting and generally unreliable results 

occur. For example, in one run in which the rise velocity was 

too great to allow equilibrium to occur, the retention measured 

was too large, and a K-value of 25.0 was calculated. This was 

based on the centroid of the elution peak, which had an ex¬ 

cessive "tail". 
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The fact that equilibrium is established for suitable 

rise velocity indicates that the falling film model is an 

excellent one to describe the mass transfer occurring here. 

The assumptions of steady state and zero x-component of 

velocity are certainly justified. A third assumption, that 

of neglecting longitudinal diffusion in the liquid phase, 

may not be so well justified in the region of very low flow 

velocities. It is suggested that in future work, some 

attempt be made to investigate the magnitude and mechanism 

of longitudinal dispersion in the liquid phase. This will 

be experimentally observed as the column's natural tendency 

to spread peaks out, even though the column is at equilibrium. 

Longitudinal dispersion is, of course, no problem in the gas 

phase because of its discontinuous nature. 

Another natural extension of this method will be to 

multicomponent systems. The chromatographic situation could 

be produced as shown below: 

1. The multicomponent gas phase is premixed to known 

composition in a (high-pressure) cylinder above the dew point 

temperature. 

2. The mixture is fed through the reference side of 

a thermal conductivity cell to the thermostatted bubble column. 
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3. The column temperature is maintained slightly below 

dew point temperature (at column pressure) until sufficient 

liquid phase appears to overflow the bubble column. 

4. The exit vapor is passed through the sample side of 

the thermoconductivity cell and compared with the inlet gas. 

The difference signal is used to drive the thermostat. 

5. Equilibrium is reached when the T. C. difference 

signal is "zero", and the column is just full of liquid and 

bubbles. A radioactively tagged sample mixture is injected; 

the retention volumes for the various radioactive components 

aremeasured and the K-values are then computed as described 

earlier. 

c YLiNpez. 
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Original Data and Sample Chromatogram 
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APPENDIX B 

Details of Equipment 

The columns used in this work were made of pyrex glass 

tubing purchased from the Fisher Scientific Company of 

Houston. The glass was of Stock #11-365 with a nominal 

O.D. of 5 mm. The I.D. was found experimentally to be about 

3.53 mm., on the average, which was in the range predicted by 

theory to establish equilibrium. The entrance section of the 

column was drawn out to a length of about 6 mm. to accommodate 

the .012" capillary tubing used to introduce gas to the 

column. The entrance section size and the shape were quite 

crucial in determining the size and uniformity of bubbles, 

and some experience had to be gained before uniformity could 

be obtained. A short length of V O.D. pyrex glass tubing 

was joined to the top of the column. This served the purpose 

of a disengaging section for the bubbles, and also as a base 

for an 0-ring seal for the top of the column. The overall 

column length was about 35 cm. in most runs. Longer columns 

could be used, but the retention time would be prohibitive. 

Shorter columns would present a difficulty in accurate 

determination of the void volume. 
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The pressure regulator used in this work was a Kendall 

Model 10, marketed by Esch and Associates of Houston. The 

connections were V NPT. The maximum possible supply pres¬ 

sure is 140 psi, and the output pressure is 0-2 psi. One 

disadvantage of this regulator is that it is basically an 

air regulator and must be operated with a vent to the atmosphere. 

Hence, there was an inevitable waste of carrier gas. 

The needle valve was a Ngpro "very fine" metering valve 

marketed by T. A. Read of Houston. The connections were for 

1/8" tubing. All regulating or on-off valves were Whitey 0KS2 

valves with 1/8" tubing connections marketed by T. A. Read. 

The stem and seat of these valves are of "Kel-F", which is 

resistant to scoring. Hence, they have longer life and more 

positive cut-off than valves with metal stems. 

The sampling valve used was an Aerograph 2-position, 

six-way linear gas sampling valve marketed by the Wilkens 

Instrument and Research Co. of Houston. This valve utilizes 

five 0-ring seals and is leak-proof up to about 600 psi. The 

sample loop used was of 1/8" stainless steel tubing with 

.027" I.D. This gave a sample volume of about .026cc which 

was quite large enough for the strength of the samples used. 
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The solenoid valve used was a Hoke normally closed, 2- 

way valve, marketed by the W. H. Curtin Co. of Houston. The 

connections were 1/8" NPT. 

The timers used were Atco series 305-B timers marketed 

by the Eads Co. of Houston. A variety of ranges from 6 sec. 

up to 60 hrs. is available. Two of ranges 60 sec. and 120 sec. 

respectively were chosen. The arrangement 10 wiring diagram 

for repeat cycle operation as outlined by the manufacturer 

was found to be unsatisfactory when a timing interval of 

less than 60 sec. is desired. Thus, it was necessary to wire 

the timers as per the accompanying diagram devised by 

Mr. Bill Peters of the Electrical Engineering Lab at Rice. 

This is termed a "racing circuit" and is satisfactory provided 

that the relays fire in the manner prescribed by the manufacturer. 

The stainless steel tubing and capillary tubing used was 

obtained from Tube Sales, Inc. of Los Angeles, California. 

The ionization chambers used were cylindrical Rice Uni¬ 

versity made models of about 4.5 cc and 1.5 cc volume respec¬ 

tively. The smaller volume model was found to be more satis¬ 

factory for the extremely low flow rates involved and gave 

considerably sharper peaks. One end of the ionization chamber 

was connected to the electrometer rod by a teflon collar seal. 

The other end had a swagelok tube fitting. 



FIGURE 6- TIMER CIRCUIT 
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The detection instrument used was a Cary model 30 

vibrating reed electrometer, obtained from the Applied 

Physics Corporation of Monrovia, California. The recording 

instrument was a Brown Strip Chart Recorder made by the 

Minneapolis-Honeywell Co. It is equipped with an automatic 

scale change feature so that the range is effectively in¬ 

creased ten times. 
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APPENDIX C 

Materials 

The liquid n-decane used in this work was practical 

grade decane obtained from W. H. Curtin, Catalog No. (East¬ 

man Kodak) P2405. 

The radioactively tagged ethane was tritiated ethane 

prepared by the New England Nuclear Co. of Boston, Mass. 

It is noteworthy that the tritiated hydrocarbons are very 

well suited to the purpose of detection as used here, and 

are cheaper than the corresponding carbon-14 isotopes by a 

factor of 500, per unit of activity. The concentration was 

100 mc/m mole. 

The helium used for carrier gas was practical grade, 

obtained indirectly from the Bureau of Mines in Amarillo, 

Texas. 
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APPENDIX D 

Experimental Procedure 

A. Column Preparation 

The piece of tubing to be used for the column was first 

chosen on the basis of suitable internal diameter. The free 

rise velocity of gas bubbles in n-decane in the tube was then 

checked experimentally to make sure the tube was in the 

practical size range. Then one end of the tube was drawn out 

to a length of about 6 cm, tapering to such a size so as to 

accommodate the .012” capillary tubing to be inserted into 

it. Now a piece of O.D. pyrex glass tubing about 2 inches 

in length was carefully joined to the top of the column. A 

certain amount of practice with glassblowing had to be ob¬ 

tained before this joint could be made smoothly. After join¬ 

ing the pieces together, the area around the joint was 

annealed to insure sufficient strength at the joint. After 

cooling, the volume of the column was determined by weighing 

by difference. The column was then cleaned with acetone, 

blown dry with helium, and mounted on a section of meter 

stick on the apparatus for convenient reference of liquid 

level. 
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B. Sample Preparation 

The glass ampoule containing the tritiated ethane as 

obtained from New England Nuclear was first placed in a 

section of 5/8" copper tubing, fitted with a plug at one 

end, and a gauge and valve at the other end. The connections 

were made tight and the vessel was pressure tested for 24 hrs. 

and vacuum tested for 24 hrs. When it had been determined 

that there were no leaks, the vessel was evacuated for another 

24 hrs. and then after closing the valve, the glass ampoule 

was burst by crushing the walls of the copper tubing with a 

vise grip wrench. The vessel was now pressurized up to about 

50 psig with pure ethane and mixing was allowed to occur over 

a period of 2 days. This highly concentrated sample could now 

be taken out in small amounts and further diluted. This was 

achieved by evacuating the sample "manifold" for several 

minutes. The manifold was then pressurized with helium up 

to slightly below atmospheric pressure (5 in vacuum, for 

example). Then the sample bomb was used to pressurize up 

to slightly above atmospheric, at which pressure the carrier 

gas was being delivered. It was important to balance the 

sample manifold pressure within about 1 psia of the carrier 

line pressure, to prevent perturbation of the column when the 

sample valve plunger was depressed. Obviously if there were 
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an appreciable vacuum in the sample manifold, column liquid 

would actually be sucked down into the sample loop during 

sampling thus spoiling the run. 

The ratio of helium dilutant to sample depended upon 

the sample concentration in the bomb. Of course it was 

desirable to keep the sample strength slightly higher than 

necessary to insure sufficient peak heights. If the sample 

was too strong, the automatic scale change feature of the 

recorder prevented the pen from going off scale. 

C. Dead Volume Calibration 

The dead volume was determined by placing a column of 

exactly known volume in the line and making a run without 

filling the column with liquid. The measured retention 

minus the column volume gave the dead volume of fittings 

and ionization chamber together. No attempt was made to 

separate the different contributions to the dead volume, 

since this is immaterial to the calculations. 

D. Effect of Sample Size 

No exact quantitative determination of sample size 

requirement was made; however, it may be said that a sample 

loop of 0.25 cc volume is probably too large for the columns 

used in this work, and probably caused some overloading. 
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Better results were obtained with a sample loop of 0.026 cc 

volume, and the strength was quite sufficient to give good 

peaks. In general, one should use a very small sample loop 

for bubble columns, because a small loop causes much less 

column perturbation if the pressure in the sample manifold 

is not exactly balanced with the carrier line pressure. 

E. Experimental Difficulties 

One difficulty encountered was finding glass tubing of 

the proper inside diameter. The stock nominal I.D. of most 

glass tubing was found to be subject to 25% error, and thus 

a suitable piece of tubing could be discovered only by 

experimentation. However, it was found that the inside 

diameter of a length of tubing calculated from rise velocity 

theory agreed very well with that calculated gravimetrically. 

Another difficulty was caused by the extreme care necessary 

for handling steel capillary tubing in order not to melt or 

pinch it closed. After a length was cut, it was necessary 

to "electropolish" the end in order to open up the tubing. 

This process, being the reverse of electroplating, was 

carried out in an H^SO^ solution using a d.c. source of 

current. Care had to be taken not to apply too much voltage 

across the tubing, or it would become red hot and melt closed. 
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Perhaps the chief source of experimental error was the 

ionization chamber. A chamber which is too large causes 

excessive peak tailing and generally unreliable results. A 

smaller ionization chamber produces sharper peaks but there 

is one disadvantage, at least for the cylindrical design used. 

The capacitance between the outer wall and center electrode 

is very dependent upon the distance between them, and thus 

slight vibrations of the equipment caused large jumps in the 

recorder output. Another observation was that the charge 

would build up until a certain point had been reached, and 

then there would occur a partial discharge across the space, 

causing a recorder jump. Of course, this could be corrected 

by designing an ionization chamber of small internal volume 

adapted to the low flow rates involved. In fact, such 

chambers may be now commercially available. 

Another difficulty which occurred was leaking around 

the ionization chamber. This is quite difficult to detect, 

and errors in the flow rate are indeterminate. Thus, trials 

in which leaking has occurred are meaningless, because the 

peak centroid relative to time zero cannot really be located. 
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APPENDIX E 

Sample Calculations 

A. Determination of Rise Velocity and Film Thickness 

Suppose the free rise velocity in the tube was observed 

to be .014 cm/sec. (This could also be read from the graph 

if only the tube radius were exactly known.) Reading opposite 

r = .1785 cm on the cross plot, Figure i. , the film thickness 

b is seen to be .0038 cm. 

B. Calculation of Bubble Length Required for Equilibrium 

Since the volumetric flow rate of gas in the upward 

direction must be equal to the volumetric flow rate of 

liquid downward, we may set 

O "u. 

TTr U = 2 TT (r + —) b v 

Using the values from above, we may solve for v^ to 

obtain 

v^ = .312 cm/sec 

Thus, for the falling film theory to apply, if the gas is 

considered stationary and only the liquid film moving, the 

relative film velocity is 

v = v^ + U = .312 + .014 = .326 cm/sec 
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For laminar film flow, 

v 
max 

3/2 v = .488 cm/sec 

One can now calculate the dimensionless length variable 

D. 

7?- 

z AB 
v b'” 
max 

To obtain 
7?- (3.06 X 10l ) a . (4.33) z 

(.488)(.0038)2 

Since we have seen that 7j required for equilibrium is 1.3, 

we have the required bubble length as 

1.3 
Zc 4.33 

= 0.30 cm 

C. Calculation of System Dead Volume 

If we perform several trial calibration runs with no 

column liquid and find that the average retention volume 

V ' is 5.77 cc, and we know that the column itself has a 

volume of 3.10 cc we have the equivalent dead volume of the 

fittings and ionization chamber as 

V " = 5.77 - 3.10 = 2.67 cc 
D 

the volume of the disengaging section must be added to VD" 

to get the true dead volume 

V = V - V 
s g c 

V = V " + V 
D D 

3.10 - 2.76 = 0.34 cc 

2.67 + 0.34 = 3.01 cc 
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D. Water Vapor Pressure Correction to Flow Rate 

Suppose we have collected 6.22 cc in 23.10 min over 

water at 1 atm. total pressure. Since the gas sample is 

essentially saturated we have, at 70°F, 22.3 mm Hg of water 

vapor pressure contributing to the total pressure of 1 atm. 

Thus the true volume collected is 

Flow Rate 

760 - 22.3   X 

760 

6.03 cc 

23.10 min 

6.22 cc = 6.03 cc 

0.261 cc/min 

E. Calculation of K-value From Retention Volume Data 

< VVG> C 

T = 296°K 

V , = 2.76 cc 
column 

7T= 1.01 atm. 

V = 5.25 cc 
D 

V measured as 1.20 cc, or W 
L 

1.20 x .730 ,. _ , „-3 
  = 6.15 x 10 g moles 

142.3 

V 

V 

V 

C 

G 

R 

R 

V n - V„ = 1.56 cc 
column L 

V , , - V = 11.00 
measured as centroid D 

VQ = 4.19 cc 

-5 
77/RT = 4.15 x 10 g moles/cc 

5.25 5.75 
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Thus; 

„ _ (6.15 x 10~3)  
K -5 

(4.19)(4.15 x 10 ) 
= 35.3 
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APPENDIX F 

Miscellaneous 

A. System Constants 

For n-decane 

jX= 0.775 poise 

p= 0.7301 g/cc 

M = 142.28 

PARACHOR (P) = 48.38 

MOLAR REFRACTION R^ = 430.8 

INDEX OF REFRACTION n = 1.412 

B. Interfacial Tension From Relation in Perry's Handbook 

4 

24.11 dynes/cm 

C. Diffusivity From Chapman-Enskog Equation 

D 
AB 

7.4 x 10 
-8 A = ethane 

B = decane 

where - 1.0 

M = 142.28 

IJi = 0.775 poise 

V^= 55.1 cc/g mole 

T = 296 °K 

-5 cm 
2 

D 3.06 x 10 
sec 
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D. Critical tube radius for ethane-decane obtained from 

criterion pgr2 = 0842 

r = .1685 cm 
c 

E. Working hydrodynamic equations are 

29.68 r2 - 0.842 = 0.2089 + 0.1530 U** 

= 1.10 (~)^ + 1.85 - 
ir» r 

F. Calibration of System dead volume 

(Series 828-901) Peak Height Centroid 

Trial 1 6.29 cc 

2 6.50 8.38 cc 

3 5.22 7.57 

4 5.65 8.22 

5 5.17 7.85 

Average 5.77 cc 8.00 cc 

(Series 913) 

Trial 1 3.57 cc 6.10 cc 

2 3.38 5.80 

3 3.56 5.21 

4 2.17 3.06 

5 4.98 5.75 

Average 3.53 cc 5.18 cc 



Pressure ( psia) 



I/T x IOa (#R )J 
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